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Abstract
Throughout the 1920s and early 1930s, Socialists in Wisconsin experienced a “golden age”
of political successes in the state legislature. Whereas the 1920s are commonly seen as a
period of socialist decline, Wisconsin Socialists entered the decade with a renewed sense
of optimism. Following World War I, the Wisconsin Democratic Party collapsed as a
viable political option and the Wisconsin Socialist Party found itself the second most
powerful party behind the Republican Party. Wisconsin Socialists took a pragmatic
approach to legislative debates and allied with progressive Republicans to defeat conserva-
tive opposition. Socialists were vital to progressive reform prior to World War I; however,
the Socialist-Progressive alliance reached its full potential in the 1920s. From 1919–31, the
Wisconsin legislature passed 295 Socialist-authored pieces of legislation ranging from labor
demands, public utilities, and criminal justice reform. Many of the proposals resulted from
negotiations between the Socialist and Progressive caucuses. The success of the Wisconsin
Socialists—and their alliance with progressive Republicans—suggests that at least in some
places the Progressive Era extended into the 1920s.
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For nearly seventy years, scholars of American socialism have seen the decades following
World War I as a period of socialist decline. While they offered slightly different
chronologies and reasons for this period of defeat and retrenchment, they have generally
approached the story like “coroners conducting an autopsy of an exhausted dying
movement.”1 The legislative successes of Socialist state legislators inWisconsin, however,
call into question this scholarly consensus. While the Socialist caucus never captured
more than 15 percent of seats in the state senate or assembly, they engineered the passage
of hundreds of Socialist-authored bills and shaped many more from 1919 to 1931.2 Their
influence diminished as the Great Depression wore on, but it did not disappear. [Figure 1]

Socialist state legislators achieved this success by adopting a pragmatic philosophy.3

The electoral collapse of the Wisconsin Democrats in the 1920s made the Socialists the
state’s “second party” and allowed them to forge a political alliance with progressive
Republicans.4 This alliance not only enabled them to author and shape legislation; it also
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gave them great institutional power within the statehouse. They effectively mobilized
their allies in the labormovement in order tomaintain political pressure during legislative
debates. Given their relatively low numbers in the legislature, the Socialist caucus should
have struggled to achieve passage onmost of their legislation, yet that was not the case. In
fact, the Socialists’ pragmatism coalesced with Wisconsin’s broader political atmosphere
after World War I to create a “golden age” for Wisconsin Socialists.

TheWisconsin Socialists’ opposition toWorldWar I helped the party survive into the
1920s. The war was unpopular in Wisconsin, especially in German American commu-
nities like Milwaukee that had generational ties to the Socialist Party dating back to the
late nineteenth century. Instead of placing their displeasure at the Socialist Party, many
voters redirected it toward the Democratic Party both nationally and statewide. In fact,
Wisconsin was the only state where a majority of its Congressional delegation—nine out
of eleven congressional representatives—voted against declaring war in 1917. Wisconsin
Socialists dodged the antiwar sentiment by aligning itself withWisconsin progressives led
by Senator Robert La Follette, who was one of the leading antiwar voices in Congress.5

Wisconsin Socialists campaigned on a noninterventionist platform; however, once the
United States formally entered the war, elected Socialists, such as Milwaukee mayor
Daniel Hoan, did not interfere with war mobilization efforts like bond drives and
rationing.6 While the United States’ involvement in the war sent shockwaves across the
political spectrum and devastated radicals across the country who actively tried to
interfere with mobilization, the Wisconsin Socialist Party averted catastrophe and
emerged from the war relatively unscathed as a political force. The same could not be
said of the Wisconsin Democratic Party who were decimated by the strong antiwar vote.
From 1919–32, the Democratic caucus never rose above eight members, and more than

Figure 1. Number of Socialist-authored bills passed by theWisconsin legislature during each legislative cycle from
1905–1943. The peaks at 1911 and 1919 make sense because those were the years during which the Socialist Party
had their highest number of legislators, fourteen and twenty respectively. However, the sustained success in the
1920s cannot easily be explained by the sheer size of the Socialist caucus because it was smaller than that of 1911
and 1918. Data compiled from Index to the Journals of theWisconsin Legislature, Senate and Assembly (Madison, WI:
State Printer, 1905–1943).
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once there was only one Democrat in the state legislature. It was not until 1932 that the
Democrats reemerged as a political force in Wisconsin behind the New Deal coalition.7

[Figure 2]
The Democrats’ disappearance dovetailed with growing disorder within the Repub-

lican caucus, and the Socialist caucus did not hesitate to exploit that disunion throughout
the 1920s and 1930s. The Wisconsin Republican Party experienced constant ideological
factionalization between a progressive wing, modeled after Robert La Follette, and a
conservative wing.8 Always on the lookout for opportunities, Socialists frequently sided
with the progressive wing of the Republican Party and brokered deals with their new allies
in order to advance their agenda.

Socialists and progressive Republicans created their own de facto caucus so as to seize
control of the state’s legislative agenda from the more conservative members. Historian
John Buenker noted this dynamic, but he argued that the Socialist caucus simply provided
political cover for the progressive Republicans’ less radical platform.9 The inverse is
equally true. Socialists managed both to achieve passage on vast amounts of their
authored legislation and to integrate their ideas into the agendas of other parties.
Throughout the 1920s and into the 1930s, Socialist legislators moved bills they authored
through the statehouse at a higher rate than before they established the new relationship
with progressive Republicans. [Figure 3]

Wisconsin Socialists benefitted from their pragmatic approach to politics at different
levels of government. Victor Berger, leader of theWisconsin Socialist Party and five-time
Congressmen from Milwaukee, advocated for a strategy that he called “The Milwaukee
Idea.”10 Instead of relying on direct labor actions against industry, Berger’s social
democratic approach called on socialists to focus on elections, legislative strategies, and
the trade union movement. Wisconsin Socialists successfully won both local and state-
house level elections and gained control over numerous craft unions in order to create a

Figure 2. Number of Democratic and Socialist-authored bills passed by theWisconsin legislature. Notice the sharp
decline in Democratic bills around the start ofWorldWar I. The Socialists surpassed the Democrats in both number
of legislators and amount of passed bills during most of the 1920s. Data compiled from Index to the Journals of the
Wisconsin Legislature, Senate and Assembly (Madison, WI: State Printer, 1905–1943).
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symbiotic relationship. Once in power, Socialists sought to use their political arm to
“reach … out for the powers of the state” while their trade union arm disciplined and
organized the state’s industries.11 The resulting dual-track agenda required that Socialist
state legislators had to be willing to negotiate in the statehouse in order to redistribute
power away from the legislature and into the hands of municipal Socialists in Milwaukee.

This pragmatic strategy allowed Socialist legislators to negotiate with progressive
Republicans in order to write legislation that satisfied both groups’ political aims. This
does not mean that the Socialist caucus got everything it wanted. Socialists and progres-
sive Republicans engaged in heated debates about the degree to which legislation should
alter the state’s economic foundations. When Socialists introduced an eight-hour work-
day, progressives offered a ten-hour version. Progressives wanted ten dollars a week for
unemployment during the Great Depression; Socialists countered with twelve dollars.
The resulting legislation reflected compromises from both sides of the coalition because
progressives needed Socialist votes to pass the legislation through the statehouse, and
Socialists were willing to accept incremental change. In other words, Wisconsin Socialists
did not avoid the messiness of politics, and they understood that it was better to accept
altered versions of their bills rather than to see their ideal agenda fail entirely.

The Socialist-progressive alliance also increased the Socialists’ institutional power in
the legislature. During the 1920s and 1930s, Socialists chaired numerous legislative
committees or held key committee assignments. The Socialists could leverage their
support for progressive legislation into committee leadership positions because progres-
sive Republicans needed the Socialist caucus’ support in order to defeat conservative
opposition.12 Furthermore, Socialists could pressure progressive leaders like Republican
governor John Blaine into supporting Socialist-authored legislation by mobilizing the

Figure 3. Percentage of Socialist-authored bills passed by the Wisconsin legislature from 1905–1943. In 1923, for
example, the Socialist caucus proposed 129 bills. The legislature approved fifty-five of those bills, which the
governor signed into law. This means that the Socialist caucus had a 42.6 percent “success rate” (55/129) during
the 1923 legislative session. During the 1920s, the drastic increase in the “success rate” cuts against prior
declensionist narratives. The period should be considered a “Golden Age” for Wisconsin Socialists. Data compiled
from Index to the Journals of the Wisconsin Legislature, Senate and Assembly (Madison, WI: State Printer,
1905–1943).
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labor movement. Many Socialist legislators came from the ranks of trade unions, and
those unions routinely lobbied on the group’s behalf.13 Socialist State Legislators Frank
Weber (1907–12, 1915–16, 1923–26) and Frederick Brockhausen (1905–12) were the
president and secretary, respectively, of the Wisconsin State Federation of Labor
(WSFL).14 A lobbying letter from the WSFL came, in effect, from a Socialist’s desk. That
was the “Milwaukee Idea” in action. The Socialists acted as the political arm of the unions,
and the unions functioned as the lobbying arm of the Socialists.15 If progressives wanted
organized labor’s support, they needed to work with the Socialists.

The legislative successes of Socialist state legislators in Wisconsin supports the idea
that the 1920s and 1930s were a period filled with Socialist ascension instead of decline, at
least in terms of pragmatic socialism. Numerous declensionist narratives fixated on the
timing of and reasons for socialism’s failures on the national level.16 Daniel Bell famously
argued, in true consensus-era thinking, that the Socialist Party of America (SPA) was
unable to enter “more directly into American life” because of its rigid ideology.17 Bell did
not consider the possibility that Socialists could act pragmatically once elected to office.
These narratives also failed to analyze what Socialist politicians accomplished while in
office at the state level. In their 2000 work It Didn’t Happen Here, Seymour Lipset and
Gary Marks passingly admit that Milwaukee Socialists briefly defied the declensionist
trend seen at the national level; however, they rely heavily on the “coroner” mode of
analysis and do not adequately explore state-level politics.18 If historians only focus on
Eugene Debs or the Socialist Party nationally, then the story of American socialism will
always be one of declension.

To be sure, not all Socialists were as fortunate as those in the Badger State. Wisconsin
Socialists survived the First Red Scare and thrived in the subsequent decades, in part
because they did not face the same level of repression experienced by other socialists
elsewhere around the country, particularly in the American West.19 Victor Berger was
charged and sentenced under the Espionage Act and denied his seat in Congress, but that
does not compare to the violent repression suffered by revolutionary Socialists such as the
International Workers of the World (IWW).20 The Wisconsin Socialist Party may have
survived the Red Scare due to their more palatable form of socialism. Their pragmatism
made them potential allies, not enemies, of progressive Republicans.

The success of the Wisconsin Socialists after World War I also suggests a new
periodization of the Progressive Era. Scholars like Rebecca Edwards and Heather Cox
Richardson have called on historians to extend the Progressive Era backward in time.21

The success of the Wisconsin Socialists—and their alliance with progressive Republicans
—suggests that, at least in some places, the Progressive Era extended into the 1920s as
well. This argument draws on the understanding of the Progressive Era advanced by
Jefferson Cowie. He describes the period as a “kaleidoscope of reform” and argues that
“progressivism’s greatest strengths lay in what many have seen as its weaknesses: its ill-
defined nature, its shifting alliances, its cross-class alliances, [and] its orientation toward a
local scale of action.”22 Whereas Cowie follows the historical convention that the
Progressive Era ended after World War I with middle-class reformers disillusioned and
“radicalism routed,” I contend that the Progressive Era extended well past the war as
Wisconsin Socialists entered the 1920s with renewed optimism and branded themselves
the inheritors of the Progressive movement.23

In 1924, Socialist campaign flyers proclaimed, “Socialists are the Dependable
Progressives,” who could establish a social democracy representative of both the farmer
and the laborer.24 During that same election, the Socialist Party of America formally
endorsed Robert La Follette’s campaign for president, and Wisconsin Socialists
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encouraged their supporters to vote for the Progressive Party candidate. Historian James
Weinstein has argued that the SPA’s endorsement of La Follette left Socialists “high and
dry” across the country after the campaign’s failure, but that was not the case in
Wisconsin.25 It is true that the Socialist Party nationally continued a precipitous decline
throughout the 1920s, but at the same time, Wisconsin Socialists gained significant
political capital by supporting the former governor’s presidential run. The campaign
strengthened the Socialists’ ties to progressive Republicans and served as an accelerant for
pragmatic socialism in Wisconsin. That relationship thrived throughout the 1920s and
eventually culminated in the 1930s when the Wisconsin Socialists formally aligned with
the Progressive Party headed by Robert La Follette’s sons.

While scholars have researched the Wisconsin Socialist Party extensively, they have
focused almost entirely on Milwaukee city politics while devoting little attention to state
legislators.26 Frederick Olson completed the first full chronology of the Milwaukee
Socialists in his unpublished dissertation, “Milwaukee Socialists, 1897-1941,” but his
analysis gave scant attention to the ways in which Socialist state legislators worked in
tandem with their comrades in municipal offices to progress the Socialist agenda.27

Socialist state legislators often put forth legislation that granted more power to Milwau-
kee’s mayor, a seat that Socialist Daniel Hoan occupied from 1916–40. The power of
municipal Socialists hinged on whether or not their state legislative comrades could work
with progressive allies in order to construct legislation that allowedMilwaukee to control
its own tax rates, annex surrounding land for expansion, and access bonds for municipal
projects. Recent analyses have done a wonderful job of explaining how the Milwaukee
Socialists remained politically viable throughout the early twentieth century; however, the
central role of state legislators has been underexplored and can deepen our understanding
about howMilwaukee Socialists managed to build and retain power for most of the early
twentieth century.28

Socialist state legislators should not be shunted to the sidelines of political history.
Instead, their inclusion allows for a greater understanding of how pragmatic Socialism
thrived at various levels of government in the post-WWI era. Wisconsin Socialists were
not alone in their ability to survive the First Red Scare. In the early 1920s, Socialists in
Minnesota were instrumental to the formation of theMinnesota Farmer-Labor Party, and
they fostered relationships with progressive politicians throughout the decade.29 Further
research may reveal that Socialists’ strategies in Minnesota mirrored those of their
Wisconsin comrades. Wisconsin Socialists were also part of a transnational trend of
working-class reformers operating at the state and local level. As Shelton Stromquist has
demonstrated, during the Progressive Era “a new kind of pragmatic urban working-class
politics … proved capable of adapting a common municipal reform program to the
specific partisan political environment of different U.S. cities.”30 The same is true at the
state level. Socialist state legislators played an important role in the reformist milieu in
Wisconsin, and they furthered progressive politics both before and after WWI.

The 1918 election was the beginning of a new era for Socialists in Wisconsin. The
Socialist Party’s electoral success had been largely confined to the urban landscape of
Milwaukee, but the party used the state’s antiwar fervor to their advantage and focused
their attention on a new rural constituency.31 Socialist Herman Marth (1919–20), who
ran for the state legislature in CentralWisconsin’sMarathon County, won his race in part
by distributing campaign material that promised government ownership of grain mills
and packinghouses in order to benefit farmers across the state. He also attacked insurance
companies for gouging the average citizen with the blessing of Republicans and Demo-
crats. Marth and other representatives relied on the idea that “the farmers have learned
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their lesson,” and would vote for the Socialist ticket.32 The strategy worked, and the
Socialist caucus expanded to its largest size ever. When the 1919 legislative session began,
four senators and sixteen representatives went to work expanding the Socialist Party’s
agenda.

The Socialist caucus achieved notable victories during the 1919 legislative cycle. Their
main focus was a series of tax bills aimed at raising funds to offset the decreased revenue
from prohibition policies and to pay for theWWI veteran’s bonus. The legislature passed
three separate Socialist-authored tax bills that lowered property taxes, reorganized
taxation rates in Milwaukee, and raised taxes on large grain-elevator operators.33 In
addition, Socialists worked to fulfill campaign promises made to both their rural and
urban constituencies. The legislature approved new hunting regulations and subsidized
animal feed, both bills written by the Socialist caucus. Socialist-authored bills raised funds
to prevent occupational diseases, adopted new apprenticeship laws, and updated housing
codes.34 Socialists also expanded public ownership by securing passage of Socialist
Representative Frank Metcalfe’s (1911–12, 1915–20) bill that allowed cities to purchase
bonds to fund public market places.35 By the end of the legislative cycle, forty-five
Socialist-authored bills had been signed into law. Pleased with the victories, Milwaukee
Mayor Dan Hoan praised his comrades in the legislature for “their steadfast adherence to
progressive measures that has made possible that which we have achieved.”36

When the Socialist caucus returned to the legislature for the 1921 session, they set their
sights on regulating public utilities. In the previous decade, Socialists struggled to gain
legislative approval for public utilities in Milwaukee, but that changed in the 1920s
because progressive Republicans were increasingly willing to approve the expansion of
public utilities in cities like Milwaukee.37 The Republicans’ shift toward public utilities
likely occurred because the Federated Trades Council (FTC) of Milwaukee launched a
lobbying campaign in favor of the legislation. Frank Weber, former Socialist state
legislator, headed the FTC in 1921, which shows the close linkage between the Socialists
and their labor allies.

The Socialists’ pragmatism was on full display during the 1921 legislative session.
Socialist state senator Joseph Hirsch (1921–24) proposed legislation to create a weekly
schedule for wage payments, a move that would ease the lives of many strapped workers.
After failing to rally enough support behind his bill, Hirsch and the rest of the Socialist
caucus pivoted and threw their votes behind a progressive Republican bill that created a
two-week pay period, which Republican governor John Blaine signed into law.38 Instead
of rejecting the watered-down version, Socialists understood the importance of getting
any version of the bill passed due to its immediate benefits for the Socialist Party’s labor
constituency. The Socialists’ pragmatism allowed them to take the small, yet important
victory and keep the fight for socialism moving toward the next legislative battle.

During the 1923 session, Socialists aggressively threw their support behind the
progressive wing of the Republican Party in return for votes on Socialist bills. This
working relationship involved both a give and a take for the Socialists. They had to be
content with small changes, something they had become accustomed to since arriving in
the legislature. Socialists aimed much of their legislative pressure at Governor Blaine.
Milwaukee mayor, Dan Hoan, sent numerous letters to Blaine asking him not to veto
Socialist bills that arrived at his desk.39 One example was his letter supporting Socialist
Julius Keisner’s (1919–28) bill that gaveMilwaukee’s mayor the ability to fill vacancies on
the city council. Blaine eventually gave his support to the bill and signed it into law.40

Wisconsin’s Socialists were not afraid to use their political capital, and they routinely
pressured the governor into supporting their legislation. When Socialist Representative
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John Polakowski (1923–24) proposed legislation that would have disbanded the Wis-
consin National Guard, the Socialist Party organized a letter-writing campaign in
support of the bill. The campaign mobilized groups like the Women’s Peace Union
of theWestern Hemisphere, who implored Governor Blaine to help the “abolishment of
war.”41 The bill passed in the assembly by a vote of sixty-two to seventeen, but it did not
make it to Blaine’s desk because it failed in the senate. Because of their position on the
left wing of the Progressive movement, the Socialists were in a perfect position to
propose radical legislation and get some of it approved through the bargaining ability on
which they prided themselves. By the end of the 1923 session, Governor Blaine signed
fifty-five Socialist-authored bills into law. The approved legislation increased pensions
for mothers, reduced working hours for women, and provided funding for public
county hospitals.42

During the 1924 campaign, Socialists continually badgered Governor Blaine. They
knew he had his eyes set on a U.S. Senate run and that his political future relied on
organized labor’s support. On the campaign stump, Socialists lambasted Blaine as a
politician who “had no labor program in mind and was extremely timid about taking a
stand on any labor question.”43 After listing out the WSFL’s nine major labor demands,
which included a general eight-hour day, a ban on the use of private detectives during
labor disputes, and the creation of old-age pensions, Socialist speakers pointed out that
the program had “no active support whatever from Governor Blaine.”44 Socialists hoped
they could push the governor towards supporting the WSFL’s platform during the
following legislative session.

While they continued to pressure Governor Blaine, Socialists realized they needed a
strategy to convince their fellow legislators to support the Socialist slate of bills. Before the
1925 session, the Socialist Party conducted opposition research into the other state
legislators from Milwaukee County. The report indicated which legislators could be
pressured into supporting labor bills or other progressive legislation. For example, the
report described Republican Thomas Conway as “friendly to labor and usually votes
satisfactorily from the progressive point of view,” and Republican Ernest Pahl as “an old
time Populist, progressive but very economical. He will scrutinize public expenditures
carefully but is not opposed to paying higher taxes if he feels he is getting the benefit of the
same.”45 The background information gave the Socialist caucus an idea of who their allies
would be during the session. They knew that Republican John Eber “votes about nine-
tenths of the time with the socialists,” even though he personally denounced the Socialist
Party.46 Socialists hoped they could pressure Republican Ben Glass into fulfilling his
campaign promises. Glass “ran for the assembly on the La Follette platform and was
endorsed by Governor Blaine.”47 If the governor got behind Socialist-authored bills,
legislators like Glass would likely follow suit.

The legislative report also gave the Socialist caucus strategies to convince more
conservative legislators to support labor legislation. Republican Theodore Engel was
“the most thoroughly reactionary in the assembly” and was “bitterly opposed by the
State Federation of Labor.” Nonetheless, Socialists believed he would vote for any bill in
the interest of women. The report indicated, “He does not believe women should work
and is in favor of anymeasure to restrict their hours or better their working conditions.”48

Similarly, Republican Chas Perrywas “opposed to labor legislation generally but will favor
any minor improvement in general conditions which does not too severely affect profits
or does not disturb business.”49 In other words, the Socialists would have to be pragmatic,
but they had the opportunity to leverage concessions from even the most conservative
members of the legislature.
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Armed with the knowledge of where to exert pressure, the Socialist caucus unleashed a
whirlwind of labor proposals during the 1925 session. Forty-five different pieces of
Socialist-authored legislation passed in the legislature. Socialist Senator William Quick
(1923–26) achieved passage on his bill to exempt labor organizations’ property from
taxation, and Socialist Representative Alex Ruffing (1919–26) expanded workmen’s
compensation to cover medical treatments.50 The most successful legislator during the
session was Socialist Senator Joseph Padway (1925–26) who saw eleven of his bills signed
into law. The legislature approved Padway’s bill requiring private investigators to com-
plete a licensing program and banning company-hired investigators from infiltrating
labor unions.51 All of Padway’s successes had been highly touted as part of the WSFL’s
1924 platform. It is likely that Governor Blaine backed Padway’s bills because of the
combination of Socialist pressure and the labormovement’s demands during the previous
election.

Socialist legislators were tenacious during the 1925 session, particularly around child
labor. Joseph Padway proposed two separate bills relating to child labor, and he led
numerous lobbying campaigns to force legislators to reaffirm their commitment to the
labor movement. One bill focused on regulating child labor protections in the state, while
the other sought approval of the recently passed federal Child Labor Amendment.52

Padway mobilized unions across the state, and letters flooded into the statehouse and the
governor’s office in favor of the child labor legislation. Support came from the Carpenters’
District Council, the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, the Milwaukee Typographical
Union, and Post Office Clerks’ Union.53 By the end of the session, the legislature had
approved Padway’s improvements to the state’s child labor laws, and Wisconsin became
one of only five states to ratify the Child Labor Amendment during the 1920s.

Labor legislation was not the Socialist causus’s only focus as their agenda expanded to
include prison reform. The Socialist influence in the legislature is undeniable as progres-
sive Republicans increasingly welcomed radical reforms that combated exploitation
throughout society. In 1927, Socialist Senator Walter Polakowski proposed a pair of
prison reform bills, both of which passed. The first provided a workmen’s compensation
program for prison laborers, while the other created an investigative committee to inspect
living conditions throughout Wisconsin’s prison system.54 Despite the fact that inmates
would not be able to vote for the Socialist Party, the caucus used its power to reform as
much of society as it could. The legislature also approved other Socialist-authored bills
that raised funding for training schools across the state and set up employment offices as
part of the Socialists’ increased focus on expanding education and employment oppor-
tunities.55

The Socialist caucus did not water down its legislation all of the time. In 1927, it
proposed Joint Resolution Twenty-One, which would have nationalized Wisconsin’s
railroad system. The proposal sailed through the assembly before the senate ultimately
rejected it. Socialists’ ability to get half of the assembly to vote in favor of nationalizing an
industry is a testament to the caucus’ capacity for persuasion. It is difficult to discern the
exact methods Socialists used to convince their fellow legislators. Perhaps it was part of a
bargain by which the Socialists would support a progressive Republican bill in exchange
for votes on nationalizing the railroads. It is equally likely that progressive Republicans in
the assembly voted in favor of the bill as a way to gain credibility with labor unions.

As the 1920s progressed, it became increasingly apparent to Socialist legislators that
the best way to preserve their power was to continue their relationship with the
progressive Republicans.56 The Republican Party had been moving increasingly towards
a schism. Under the leadership of Philip La Follette, son of the popular formerWisconsin
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governor and senator, Robert La Follette, the progressive wing of the Republican Party
split off and formed the Progressive Party in 1934.57 In the years leading up to that split,
one of the primary leaders of the Socialist partnership with the Progressives was Socialist
legislator Thomas Duncan. Duncan had experience working alongside Republicans
because he had served as Milwaukee mayor Daniel Hoan’s secretary from 1920 to
1925.58 Duncan’s relationship with Hoan made him the conduit for any bill that Hoan
and his administration wanted the legislature to pass. In 1927, Duncan ushered through a
series of bills designed to helpMilwaukee expand its public utilities by giving it significant
power to condemn property and exercise eminent domain.59 By the end of the session, the
legislature approved twenty-one of Duncan’s bills for a success rate of 55 percent.

AlthoughWisconsin’s Socialists consistently saw waves of their legislation signed into
law, they were not insulated from electoral setbacks. Defeats in the 1928 election cut the
Socialist caucus in half from ten to five legislators, which prompted some Socialists from
around the country to question the Wisconsin Socialists’ strategies. Norman Thomas
wrote to Hoan that the election results suggested, “There is something wrong about
Wisconsin socialism.” Thomas feared, “We aren’t going to get far on socialism while it
remains an individual or local affair.”60 On the one hand, Hoan shared Thomas’s
concerns about the Socialist Party’s national prospects; on the other hand, declining
success at the ballot box did not fluster Milwaukee’s mayor because pragmatic socialism
could still succeed despite electoral setbacks. He replied that the Socialist Party should
focus on the quality of its elected officials, rather than the number of votes they received.61

In a way, Hoan was more interested in what Socialists could do with the current political
advantage they had. His caucus would fight regardless of their numbers in the legislature.

Hoan’s optimism makes sense because the Wisconsin Socialists continued to achieve
passage on bills and influence legislation, despite their lower numbers. Evenwith only five
legislators in the statehouse, Socialists continued their legislative push during the 1929
session. Once again, Thomas Duncan defied all expectations and was responsible for
twenty-five of the thirty-three Socialist-authored bills passed by the legislature. He
dedicated his efforts towards legislation that improved Milwaukee’s harbor, but he also
managed to gain approval for a joint resolution calling on the U.S. Congress to extend
legislation designed to improve maternal and infant health.62 Duncan embodied the
Socialists’ dual-track agenda of working to pass Progressive Era reforms while also trying
to bolster the political power of the Socialist administration in Milwaukee. At the same
time, he set an example of how to work alongside progressive Republicans. When the
legislature created a special committee to investigate the municipal ownership of water-
power, progressive Republicans welcomed Duncan’s participation as one of the commit-
tee’s five members.63 Duncan’s role on the committee set the groundwork for future
programs in Wisconsin such as the New Deal era’s “Little TVA” Act passed in 1937.

Wisconsin politics experienced another seismic shift akin to WWI once the Great
Depression hit in 1929. The Depression further divided the Republican Party, and
progressives, led by newly elected Governor Philip La Follette, had to rely heavily on
Socialist votes in order to pass much of their agenda in the statehouse. Socialists, who had
prophesized the coming of an economic disaster throughout the 1920s, were poised to
demand a lot for their participation.

During the 1931 session, Socialists were at the height of their influence in the state
legislature due to progressive Republicans’ precarious position. As an olive branch to the
Socialist caucus, progressives appointed Duncan chairperson of the Joint Finance Com-
mittee. This was arguably the most important committee in the legislature because it was
in charge of approving a budget before presenting it to the entire legislature for a vote. In
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other words, Socialists exercised great influence over the legislature’s purse strings, and
were prepared to unleash the spending necessary to tackle the Depression.

By the end of the legislative session in the summer of 1931, Governor La Follette had
signed fifty bills authored by members of the Socialist caucus, which ran the gamut of
Socialist dreams dating back to beforeWWI. The approved legislation included a series of
workmen’s compensation bills that strengthened and expanded the program.64 In addi-
tion, Socialist bills further regulated the use of private detectives, expanded the power of
cities to establish public utilities, and created a program for old age assistance.65 The
legislature also approved the Socialists’ calls for increased penalties for convict-made
goods, as well as for hotels that violated regulations on working hours.66 Not all of the
proposals focused on the economy as Socialist legislators proposed Joint Resolutions that
called upon the U.S. Congress to enact a federal ban on lynching.67

Thomas Duncan benefitted the most from the closer alliance between Socialists and
progressives, achieving passage on an impressive 65 percent of his bills.68 The most
striking of Duncan’s bills that passed was Senate Bill sixty-six, which established an
executive council for the governor.69 This council served as an advisory board and helped
to manage Wisconsin’s recovery efforts during the Great Depression. Duncan himself
went on to lead Governor Philip La Follette’s executive council as his secretary. This may
have been borderline quid pro quo, but Socialists used Duncan’s position to have a direct
conduit to the governor’s office, greatly improving their chances of getting Socialist
legislation passed throughout the 1930s.

The 1931 session’s most contentious moment revolved around the question of
whether or not the legislature would create a state program of unemployment com-
pensation. Both the Socialist and progressive caucus had their own proposals, and the
debate raged for months over which version of the bill would pass. Socialist Represen-
tative George Hampel’s (1931–32, 1937–44) version proposed twelve dollars a week in
unemployment payments. It also included an eight-hour working day provision across
all industries, which proved untenable for progressives during the negotiations.70

Progressives rallied behind Republican Harold Groves’s version, which called for ten
dollars a week in payments, but did not have a cap onworking hours.71 Not surprisingly,
the Socialist caucus derided the progressives for not limiting working hours, which they
argued could have ensured full employment of workers around the state. Socialist
Representative George Tews (1915–16, 1927–28, 1931–32) summarized the caucus’
sentiment when he declared on the floor of the assembly that a progressive was “a
socialist with their brains knocked out.”72 Despite the tension, the Socialists backed the
progressives’ version of unemployment compensation, which was at risk of failing
without their votes. Socialists believed that any a version of unemployment compen-
sation was better than ending the session with nothing. Their pragmatism allowed them
to see the full picture and bring tangible victories to the people who needed it most: the
state’s unemployed.

Following the 1932 elections, the amount of Socialist-authored legislation declined
precipitously as only fifty-three Socialist-authored bills passed the legislature from 1933
to 1943. The forces that had allowed Socialists to achieve success over the previous
fourteen years began to reverse. The Democratic Party reemerged behind Franklin
Roosevelt’s NewDeal coalition, which stripped away some of the Socialists’ labor support
in Milwaukee. Additionally, the new Progressive Party was a more palatable option for
many reform-minded voters who previously may have voted for the Socialist ticket. As a
result, the Socialist Party lost its status as the “second party” in the legislature and found
itself as a minority party behind the Progressives, Republicans, and Democrats.
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Although the amount of Socialist-authored legislation declined after 1932, Socialists
maintained some semblance of political power and remained successful at influencing
legislative actions through their continued relationship with the Progressive Party.
Wisconsin Socialists formalized their alliance with the Progressive Party by merging with
it in 1935. In the fall of that year, labor and farmer groups from around Wisconsin
convened to form a new political organization within the Progressive Party called the
Farmer-Labor Progressive Federation (FLPF). Among the groups included in the new
FLPF were the Wisconsin State Federation of Labor, the Farmer’s Equity Union, the
Railroad Brotherhoods, and the Socialist Party ofWisconsin. As early as July 1933, Daniel
Hoan reported to the Socialist Party’s National Executive Committee that the WSFL
wanted to create a labor party in Wisconsin.73 If that happened, the Wisconsin Socialist
Party would have to choose whether or not to remain politically separate from the group
or get involved.

The decision to merge with the Progressive Party was not an easy one for the
Wisconsin Socialists. They had proved in the 1920s that working with progressives was
beneficial, but they retained their political independence while doing it. Many Socialists
had trepidations about being subsumed under another political party’s banner for fear of
losing their political autonomy. As the negotiations over the FLPFwere underway,Morris
Hillquit, member of the SPA’s Executive Committee, offered advice and words of caution
about howWisconsin’s Socialists should proceed: “Our safest course… is to maintain the
integrity of our own organization without permitting ourselves to be deflected from
our straight path.”74 Joining another political organization, Hillquit feared, might
distract the socialist movement. The merger had potential if there was “a way in which
[the socialists] could arrange for harmonious co-operation andmutual support of the two
organizations.”75 In other words, Socialists needed reassurance from the Progressive
Party leadership that they could maintain their political identity and positions.

Aftermonths of negotiations, Hoanmanaged to gain assurance fromProgressive Party
leaders that the Socialists would retain their political independence.76 The Socialist Party
pledged its support to the FLPF and refrained from running candidates against the
Progressive Party. In exchange, the Socialist Party ran candidates on the Progressive
Party ballot line in a negotiated number of districts. Though Socialists now ran on the
Progressive ticket, the Wisconsin Socialist Party continued as an entity and was still part
of the SPA. The agreement ensured that “[t]he Socialist Party [was] to name the
candidates of the federation in places where it [was] especially strong.”77 This arrange-
ment likely saved the Socialists from extinction in the legislature, but it did require that
they tone down their rhetoric. Socialist politicians reassured their supporters that they
could “keep their party identity under the new plan,” which would help to expand
solidarity across the state.78 Mayor Hoan was optimistic about the decision. He believed
that the Socialists could still serve as the left wing of the Progressive Party and provide a
check on the group’s decisions. If the progressives stumbled, Hoan argued, “[o]ur party
will emerge out of their wreckage to harvest the crops.”79

The Progressive-Socialist alliance certainly breathed new life into the Socialist caucus.
In the 1935 legislative cycle, prior to the merger, the Socialists only had three legislators
and achieved passage of six of their bills. By running of the Progressive Party line in 1936,
they doubled their size to six legislators and saw Governor La Follette sign twenty
Socialist-authored bills during the 1937 legislative session.80

The most important change in Socialist power came from their leadership of various
legislative committees. Two factors determined committee positions. First, the propor-
tion of each party’s representation in the legislature decided committee compositions.
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In 1937, the Progressive Party had a majority in the assembly, so their members chaired
each committee. Next, seniority decided the committee chairs. Ironically, the socialist
legislators had the most seniority across the Progressive caucus because they had been
around longer than most of the young Progressive legislators. As a result, four different
Socialists chaired high-profile committees and ushered through the most important
progressive legislation during the 1937 session. Andrew Biemiller (1937–41) chaired
the Education Committee, Herman Wegner (1933–44) chaired the Rules Committee,
Edward Kiefer (1911–14, 1931–40) chaired the committee on Public Welfare, and David
Sigman (1931–32, 1935–38) chaired the all-important Labor Committee.81 These posi-
tions gave the Socialist caucusmore power workingwithin the Progressive Party than they
ever had working outside of it.

The most significant examples of Socialist power within the Progressive Party can be
seen in the passage of the “LittleWagner” and “Little TVA”Acts, which were based on the
New Deal programs but were scaled down to the state level.82 The “Little TVA” Act
created the Wisconsin Development Authority with the power to oversee funding for
public utilities across the state.83 Socialists had been strong supporters of public utilities in
Milwaukee and had tried to create a state-level program since 1911. This was their chance.
Both Andrew Biemiller and Thomas Duncan actively supported the measure in com-
mittee hearings, and Biemiller proposed the assembly version of the bill.84 Duncan in
particular proved instrumental in the bill’s passage. The “Little TVA” Act sailed through
the assembly, but it faced a challenge in the senate where Progressives and Socialists were
one vote short. The rules of the chamber limited the time senators could debate before
they called the votes. Duncan, now the secretary for Governor La Follette, watched the
senate debate and devised a stalling tactic. He, literally, stopped the clocks inside the
senate chamber so officials could not tell that the allotted time had expired.85 This gave
Progressive legislators the time they needed to convince one of their colleagues to vote for
the bill. As the clerk called the roll, the Wisconsin Development Authority passed by
one vote.

Socialists also played an important role in the passage of the “Little Wagner” Act that
protected unions’ collective bargaining power across the state through the creation of
arbitration boards.86 This legislation built upon previous Socialist-authored bills from the
1920s, and Socialists were once again on the frontline of expanding the program in 1937.
Henry Ohl Jr. (1917–18), head of the WSFL and a former Socialist representative, was a
staunch lobbyist for the legislation, and other Socialist labor leaders, Joseph Padway and
John Handley were present at the bill signing.87 At every step of the process, the
Wisconsin Socialists used their legislative power to ensure the passage of these statewide
programs. It was the culmination of decades of persistence that resulted in statewide
programs for labor protections and public utilities support. Socialists failed to create these
programs while working as an outside party, but they succeeded as an integral part of the
larger Progressive Party coalition during the 1930s.

What does it mean to be successful in politics? Winning elections, passing legislation,
and running important committees is success. Yet the Socialists’ lasting impact came from
their ability to introduce and integrate their ideas into the legislative agendas of other
parties. For example, almost every year that the Socialist caucus was in the legislature one
of its members proposed a bill to make public school textbooks free to every student.
Despite the persistence, the proposal failed every year to make it to the governor’s desk.
Some observers might label this as failure; however, that is not the end of the story. In
1941, a Republican bill passed that ensured that the state would provide textbooks for
impoverished students.88 Socialist Andrew Biemiller, now the minority leader for the
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Progressive Party, led his caucus in supporting the legislation, even though he had
authored a stronger version of the bill in the previous legislative cycle. He realized that
voting for something that would bring tangible benefits to the most vulnerable was what
mattered. A few years later in 1945, the last three Socialists left the Wisconsin legislature.
None of them lost their election; they chose not to run.

By that time, the conditions that allowed Socialists to succeed throughout the twenties
and thirties had changed. The outbreak ofWorldWar II began to unravel the Progressive
Party, and with it, the Socialists’ last electoral vehicle. Nonetheless, it is important to
breakdown what made the Wisconsin Socialists so successful in the 1920s and 1930s,
when so many other political radicals struggled. Despite the varying size of the caucus,
Socialist legislators managed to accumulate and retain political power. They never relied
on one particular strategy because different circumstance required different responses.
Socialist leaders understood the importance of cultivating a strong base of support from
labor unions who lobbied on the group’s behalf. Similarly, Socialists realized that they
needed allies within the legislature, so they fostered relationships with progressive
Republicans. The virtual disappearance of the Democratic Party after World War I
allowed Socialists to cultivate that relationship until it finally blossomed into an official
alliance under the Progressive Party. Once that relationship solidified, Socialists were
tethered to the political success of their non-Socialists allies. The alliance worked to the
Socialists’ advantage for most of the twenties and thirties, until it all came crashing down.
During the 1930s and 1940s, the Wisconsin Democratic Party remade itself behind the
New Deal, conservatives coalesced in the Republican Party to resist New Deal programs,
and the Progressive Party disintegrated as supporters flocked to the other major parties.89

The combination of these factors created an untenable position for Wisconsin Socialists.
The political landscape shifted under their feet, and they proved unable to adapt as they
did in the aftermath of WWI.

Political power can be challenging to grasp fully because there is not a simple definition
of what makes a group politically powerful. Whatever the definition, Socialists knew how
politics worked in Wisconsin. They forged a relationship with progressive Republicans
and left an indeliblemark onWisconsin politics at the state level.Wisconsin went on to be
a beacon of progressivism and reform for the next seventy years,much of it inspired by the
Socialist-progressive coalition.90 Recently, socialism has reemerged as a favorable option
for many Americans. In response, historians have resumed the search for an “American
Style” of socialism and the ways in which Socialists changed the country.91 That trend is
likely to continue, but it needs to transcend the prior assumptions of when, where, and
how Socialists succeeded across the country. Sociologist Daniel Bell famously concluded
that the socialist movement “was trapped by the unhappy problem of living ‘in but not of
the world,’ so it could only act, and then inadequately, as the moral, but not political, man
in immoral society.”92 The success of Socialist state legislators in Wisconsin throughout
the twenties and thirties, and their lasting impact on other parties’ ideologies, proves that
socialists were in fact active participants of their political world.
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